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Plant lipid biochemistry, structure and utilization
edited by Peter Quinn and John Harwood

The Ninth International Symposium on Plant Lipid Biochemistry was held at Wye College, Kent, in July 1990. Not only has the scale and scope of the topic expanded since the first biannual meeting in 1974, but there have been giant strides, particularly in the last few years, in our knowledge of the detailed structure and function of plant lipids. Industry has never been slow to recognize the commercial importance of plant lipids and has invested heavily in the new technologies described in this book. Virtually all the laboratories that have contributed to these developments were represented at the meeting, and this volume is a compendium of their individual contributions.

Contents: the articles, both plenary lectures and poster contributions, are arranged under the following topics: lipid structure and analysis, physical properties of membrane lipids, role of lipids in membranes, fatty acid synthesis, acylcholestanes and acyltransferases, triacylglycerol formation, polar lipid synthesis and translocation, catabolism of lipids, sterols and terpenoids, modulation of membrane lipid turnover, effect of light and temperature, herbicides and pathological changes in plant lipids, molecular biology and biotechnology.
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Biochemical Journal Reviews 1990
edited by P.J. England and W.H. Evans

Review articles which were published in The Biochemical Journal in 1990 are now available in this invaluable compilation. They provide an important source of teaching material and give research workers an overview of areas outside their own particular speciality. Biochemical Journal Reviews 1990 gives new insights on the wide range of topics now subject to biochemical investigation.

Topics reviewed include: the glyoxalase system, histone acetylation, DNA methylation, eukaryotic transcription factors, interleukin-6, transferrin and cellular iron uptake, the prolamin storage proteins of cereal seeds, the molecular design of receptor-selective peptides, protein folding, human IgA, hepatic very-low-density lipoprotein, prion liposomes, transmembrane signalling, nitrogen metabolism in liver, phosphatidylcholine hydrolysis and drug resistance.
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The Journal of Biological Chemistry 1990 Minireview Compendium

The Journal of Biological Chemistry is one of the world’s leading journals of biological chemistry; it publishes over 1000 research articles each year. It also publishes review articles on selected topics of scientific importance. This is the annual compendium of reviews published during 1990. The 36 reviews published in 1990 covered a wide range of topics and will supply invaluable material for lecturers and students.

Topics reviewed include: protein kinase regulation; glycogen phosphorylase; ribonuclease P; islet amyloid polypeptide; ribonucleotide reductases; telomeres; epidermal growth factor; sliding filaments and molecular motile systems; calcium oscillations; the genes of hepatic glucose metabolism; the protonmotive Q cycle; heat shock proteins; molecular-scanning methods of mutation detection; structure of transglutaminases; regulation of cell cycle-dependent gene expression in yeast; protein-protein recognition sites; enzyme-inhibition by fluoro compounds.
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